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ABSTRACT 
 
Any effort which intends to physically interact with specific asteroids requires 
understanding at least of the composition and multi-scale structure of the surface 



layers, sometimes also of the interior. Therefore, it is necessary first to characterize 
each target object sufficiently by a precursor mission to design the mission which 
then interacts with the object. In small solar system body (SSSB) science missions, 
this trend towards landing and sample-return missions is most apparent. It also has 
led to much interest in MASCOT-like landing modules and instrument carriers. They 
integrate at the instrument level to their mothership and by their size are compatible 
even with small interplanetary missions. 
 
The DLR-ESTEC GOSSAMER Roadmap NEA Science Working Groups‘ studies 
identified Multiple NEA Rendezvous (MNR) as one of the space science missions 
only feasible with solar sail propulsion. Parallel studies of Solar Polar Orbiter (SPO) 
and Displaced L1 (DL1) space weather early warning missions studies outlined very 
lightweight sailcraft and the use of separable payload modules for operations close 
to Earth as well as the ability to access any inclination and a wide range of 
heliocentric distances.  
These and many other studies outline the unique capability of solar sails to provide 
access to all SSSB, at least within the orbit of Jupiter. Since the original MNR study, 
significant progress has been made to explore the performance envelope of near-
term solar sails for multiple NEA rendezvous.  
 
However, although it is comparatively easy for solar sails to reach and rendezvous 
with objects in any inclination and in the complete range of semi-major axis and 
eccentricity relevant to NEOs and PHOs, it remains notoriously difficult for sailcraft to 
interact physically with a SSSB target object as e.g. the HAYABUSA missions do.  
 
The German Aerospace Center, DLR, recently brought the GOSSAMER solar sail 
deployment technology to qualification status in the GOSSAMER-1 project. 
Development of closely related technologies is continued for very large deployable 
membrane-based photovoltaic arrays in the GOSOLAR project.  
 
We expand the philosophy of the GOSSAMER solar sail concept of efficient multiple 
sub-spacecraft integration to also include landers for one-way in-situ investigations 
and sample-return missions. These are equally useful for planetary defence 
scenarios, SSSB science and NEO utilization. We outline the technological concept 
used to complete such missions and the synergetic integration and operation of sail 
and lander. 
We similarly extend the philosophy of MASCOT and use its characteristic features as 
well as the concept of Constraints-Driven Engineering for a wider range of 
operations.  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 A brief history of … 
 
The idea of an outward propulsive force of sunlight, and thus the concept of sunlight 
as a practical source of energy, goes back to Kepler’s observations and remarks 
published in 1619 on the directionality of comets’ tails [1]. It was predicted to equal 
magnitude in 1873 by Maxwell on the basis of his electromagnetic theory [2] and in 
1876 by Bartoli based on the Second Law of Thermodynamics [3]. The same year, 



the foundations for modern semiconductor-based electronics and photovoltaics were 
laid by Adams’ and Day’s discovery of an electrical current driven by selenium 
exposed to light. [4]  
 
Kepler’s propulsive force was finally experimentally demonstrated as pressure due to 
radiation by Lebedev in 1901 [5] and by Nichols and Hull in 1903 [6]. Solar sailing as 
a method of space propulsion was proposed repeatedly throughout the 20th century 
[7], beginning with Oberth and Tsiolkovsky in 1923 and 1924, respectively [7][8]. The 
term ‘solar sailing’ as such was only introduced by Garwin in 1958. [9] 
 
Based on the same principle as Adams’ and Day’s selenium cell of 1876 but refined 
by the knowledge of quantum mechanics, the silicon junction solar cell was first 
serendipitously created in 1953 by Pearson, Chapin and Fuller at Bell Labs. It turned 
photovoltaic devices from sensor-level signal generators into a technically viable 
power source by 1956. It was the first source of electrical power that does not 
require a constant supply of chemicals, fuel, water, or hard labour, and it was 
lightweight and portable. However, it was at first commercially restricted to the 
novelty toy and beach radio market. [10] 
Realizing the limits and limitations of chemical batteries in powering remote and 
expensive electronic experiments (cf. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]), Ziegler [4] 
and Liderenko [19] introduced photovoltaic cells on Vanguard-1 and Sputnik-3, 
respectively, which successfully operated low-power optimized solid-state electronics 
for the entire functional respectively orbital lifetime of these spacecraft. However, at 
this time, photovoltaic generators were viewed as only an interim power generation 
method on the way from simple battery-powered missions using ‘experimental’ low-
power devices such as transistors to complex long-duration missions using nuclear 
power and ‘proper’ vacuum tube based high-performance electronics for high 
reliability (sic!). [4] [17] [18]  
 
Up to the early 1960s, it was consensus that the lowest energy trajectory to any 
planetary target, the Hohmann transfer, also corresponded to the lowest launch 
energy solution to that target. The Hohmann transfer is also the trajectory with the 
longest flight time, with two impulses, to any given target. It was commonly assumed 
that entirely new methods of propulsion would be required to even reach all but the 
nearest planets on one-way trips or to complete a round trip to any of the planets 
including the nearest. These new methods of propulsion included high-thrust 
nuclear-electric and nuclear-thermal rockets which became major development 
programmes.  
The resulting massive reactor-powered escape stages easily carried the then-
envisaged near-term exploration spacecraft based on contemporary avionics to Mars 
and Venus but were almost as challenged by the velocity requirements of a trip 
beyond the asteroid belt as was the technology of the day by the lifetime 
requirements of a Hohmann transfer to the outer planets. Such journeys and return 
trips to Mars or Venus required the development of hyper-giant launch vehicles 
which, like nuclear propulsion, were begun in earnest. Nova, much larger versions of 
what would become the Saturn V, went to the limit of land-based launch pads. Sea 
Dragon made the nuclear aircraft carrier which was required to power its fuelling 
plant after it was towed empty to the open ocean look small next to it ([20] and 
references therein). 
 



Perturbations by the planets were recognized but regarded as a disturbance to be 
actively cancelled out to preserve trajectories considered favourable such as 
Hohmann’s Mars-Venus return roundtrip based on a sequence of his minimum 
energy transfers from planet to planet [21]. At best, planetary perturbations were 
arranged to mutually compensate and thus reduce the propulsive effort in their 
elimination [22].  
 
However, a paradigm change occurred in the first half of the 1960s. Minovitch 
realized the propulsive potential of strong planetary perturbations in controlled very 
close fly-bys, turning planetary gravitational perturbations from an annoyance into 
the main if not exclusive post-launch propulsion mechanism for interplanetary 
exploration. He developed an interplanetary free-fall trajectory design method and 
the tools to study the trajectories for identified line-ups of the planets [23] [24] [25]. 
Using these tools, following the leads already placed in [23] [26], and equipped with 
a new high-quality planetary ephemeris extended beyond 1980 [27], Flandro singled 
out the ‘Grand Tour’ trajectories around the 1977 launch window, in particular the 
one to be flown by Voyager 2 to all the gas giants taking advantage of a planetary 
line-up occurring only every ≈175 years in this quality [28].  
Provided one puts enough effort in finding such planetary line-ups and is patient 
enough to await their occurrence, tours to any combination of all the planets are 
possible starting from the ones easiest to reach, Venus [23] or Earth itself [29] [30] 
[31].  
 
With the acceptance of this newly discovered method of planetary gravity-assists 
and the contemporary difficulties encountered in realizing high-energy nuclear 
propulsion and giant launch vehicles, all exploration missions beyond the Moon 
became immediately feasible and based on off-the-shelf conversion launch vehicles 
of the mid-1960’s. Within half a decade, any mission beyond Venus or Mars 
employed gravity-assists. [20] 
Thus, the exploration of the outer planets and Mercury based on gravity-assists and 
the respectively smallest feasible launch vehicles became the third pillar after the 
U.S. ICBM programmes and the Apollo Guidance Computer development [32] 
supporting the development of lightweight, highly integrated and reliable electronics 
able to survive for decades in space. Planetary probes and their avionics suddenly 
had to fit inside a phone booth sized fairing now instead of the previously envisaged 
twin garage of the future, and still include a digital sequencer if not a full-blown 
computer. The only vacuum tubes remaining in space applications were those in 
high-power microwave transmitter output stages, for a while. [33] 
With the concurrent reduction of power requirements by the transition from vacuum 
tube to solid-state electronics and available space in launch vehicles beneath that 
required for deployable radiators of nuclear reactors, photovoltaic generators 
became the prime power source in space [10] [16], relegating all the others to niche 
applications mainly in exploration science missions. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [34] 
[35] [36] At first confined to the region of the terrestrial planets, the feasibility 
photovoltaic power has meanwhile been proven out to Jupiter [37] and beyond [38] 
[39], and photovoltaic spacecraft are considered in studies reaching as far out as 
Uranus [40]. 
 
The avalanche of change set off by gravity propulsion enabled the exploration of the 
whole solar system out to Pluto and beyond but at the same time focused work on 



missions that were feasible without entirely new technologies in mission-critical 
functions such as propulsion.  
Nuclear-thermal propulsion went the way of the vacuum tube before the end of the 
decade. Electric propulsion development adjusted itself to the power capabilities of 
photovoltaics and thus proceeded on a long-term effort of efficiency optimization, 
creating the concept of interplanetary cruise low thrust reaction propulsion. First 
demonstration missions employing solar-electric propulsion in cruise to planetary 
targets came along in the 1990s [41] [42] and have led to its use in flagship missions 
[30] [43] [44]. 
Although non-nuclear, propellant-free, and by the concept of deployable lightweight 
membrane structures inherently suited to small spacecraft, solar sailing largely 
receded into the realm of trajectory studies and optimization. For several decades, 
the last application of the propulsive force of sunlight were the adjustable attitude 
trim panels at the outer ends of MARINER 4’s solar panels. Nevertheless, the 
development of complete concepts and designs of sailcraft was occasionally carried 
through to the stage of hardware production and full-scale ground testing, sometimes 
even suborbital deployment trials. However, despite the – in terms of mechanisms 
technology development research programmes – substantial effort invested in these 
projects, only simplified and/or sub-scale demonstrators were flown at least in orbit 
[45] before the sole exception, the Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation 
Of the Sun (IKAROS) [46], which accompanied JAXA’s atmosphere observation 
orbiter, AKATSUKI, to Venus. The IKAROS first demonstrated solar sail effect in 
space, successfully and as predicted. It also performed the first gravity-assist of a 
solar sail on December 8th, 2010, passing Venus at 80800 km distance and 
achieving about 20° deflection of the trajectory. 
 
1.2 Solar sailing at DLR 
 
The development of solar sail technology has been ongoing at DLR for many years 
at varying levels of intensity since the 1990s. A first phase culminated in a successful 
ground deployment test of a (20 m)² boom-supported sail on December 17th, 1999 – 
Figure 1.  
 
 



 
 

Figure 1 – Ground deployment test of a (20 m)² sail, DLR Cologne, in the EAC hall 
(note space station practice modules in the background) December 17th,1999 

 
 
 
This work was subsequently evolved over almost a decade at relatively low intensity 
in the hope of achieving flight status through a mission with propulsion requirements 
suitable for the solar sail technology of the day but too challenging to be met by 
conventional means of propulsion. [47] [48] [49] [50] [51]  
However, space exploration projects requiring a very high ΔV are almost always 
funded primarily to fulfil a planetary science objective, not to initiate technology 
development to optimize their propulsion. Also, interplanetary missions already are a 
rare occurrence when compared to the launch cadence of global spaceflight 
activities; not even a handful of the spacecraft launched each year leave Earth 
gravity behind. Missions to a specific interplanetary target are yet rarer. With the 
exception of the nearest planets a generation or more may pass before it comes to a 
revisit.  
 
1.2.1 The Gossamer Roadmap 
 
In the wake of the GEOSAIL technical reference study [52] [53] [54] the previous work 
at DLR was finally extended into the framework of the DLR-ESTEC GOSSAMER Solar 
Sail Technology Roadmap in November 2009 by an agreement between DLR and 
ESA [55] [56]. The key programmatic difference to previous national and European 
solar sail related studies and projects was its character as a pure technology 
development undertaking with the explicitly stated complete abandonment of any 
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(Outsized Kite-craft for Exploration and Astronautics in the Outer Solar System), a 
long-term Solar Power Sail (SPS) propelled sample-return mission to the Trojan 
asteroids of Jupiter [79] [80] [81].  
Among small solar system bodies, the near-Earth asteroids (NEA) in many ways 
may hold keys to our future on Earth and in space: for planetary science, they 
appear to represent a fairly good mix of the building blocks of the terrestrial planets 
while orbiting at an accessible distance; for planetary defence, they are the reservoir 
of almost all potential threats which we need to understand to protect Earth from 
dangerous impacts; and for the new emerging field of asteroid mining, their surfaces 
and interiors are the promising terra incognita to be mapped and prospected. 
 
2.1 Small Spacecraft 
 
Within about the project lifetime of the ROSETTA/PHILAE mission, from its inception in 
1985 to the landings of PHILAE in 2014 and beaching of ROSETTA in  2016, the broad 
if not exclusive trend towards ever larger, heavier, more capable, more difficult and 
more expensive space missions was disrupted by the emergence of small 
spacecraft. [91] 
We define small spacecraft in analogy to commonly used small Earth satellite class 
definitions. There is no consensus on mass boundaries between classes in the many 
academic as well as practical definitions around. [92] [93] [94] [95] Also, 
interplanetary spacecraft inherently have additional requirements for propulsion and 
communication which can significantly affect the mass or size of a specific design 
without changing the underlying characteristic design concept features it shares with 
the class of small Earth satellites that it appears to resemble. Thus, we rely on a 
practical combination of criteria based on launch accommodation implying mass of 
the spacecraft separated from its carrier [96] [97], as well as design concepts 
considering key features commonly associated with the respective Earth-orbiting 
small spacecraft class, project schedule, team size, development and AIT/AIV 
requirements, and cost. [98] With this in mind, we use the SI unit prefixes for 
spacecraft smaller than 'minisatellites' which are commonly applied in the 
classification of small spacecraft. 
 
Consequently, we classify MASCOT (9.8 kg) and its derivatives as 'nanolanders' 
also for the features they share with Earth-orbiting nanosatellites such as a common 
integrated electronics compartment (E-Box) even though their mass is close to or 
sometimes exceeds the most commonly applied 10 kg boundary. We classify PHILAE 
(96 kg) or the JAXA OKEANOS Solar Power Sail mission‘s Jupiter Trojan Asteroid 
Lander as a 'microlanders' not just for their mass being slightly below 100 kg but also 
for their similarity in design with highly compact microsatellites such as BIRD (92 kg) 
[99], TET-1 (110 kg) [100], or ASTEROIDFINDER (~127 kg) [101]. 
 
In the secondary (‚piggy-back‘) payload launch situation common for small 
spacecraft, the launch opportunity or the set of launch opportunities combined place 
requirements and constraints on the payload. A secondary payload is in no position 
to put requirements on the launch. At best, it can request the use of surplus 
performance e.g. of available fuel margins of a restartable upper stage. Thus, in the 
preferable situation of having a set of prospective launch opportunities, the envelope 
of the most adverse constraints become design requirements on the payload to be 
launched. For tertiary payloads, i.e. subsatellites carried by another usually larger 



payload of the same launch and not on the launcher directly, the same 
considerations apply, although a set of constraints to be enveloped will only appear if 
the carrying spacecraft is itself a secondary payload working with a set of launch 
opportunities. Regarding sailcraft, the requirements of launch opportunities to 
conveniently-high Earth orbits or Earth escape (c3 ≥ 0) are key constraints driving the 
design of small sailcraft directly in terms of mass and stowed envelope size, and 
indirectly by the set of accessible orbits at the technically feasible times of separation 
from the launcher, by the resulting schedule options and the respective cost. If 
several launch opportunities present themselves, they may need to be traded based 
on technical as well as programmatic aspects. These design-driving constraints 
apply mainly to the launch configuration of the sailcraft, and the implementation of 
design features characteristic of the respective Earth-orbiting small satellite classes 
is very likely to follow by constraints-driven design.  
Thus, we define ‘micro‘ sailcraft as those which fit secondary launch opportunities 
using the U.S. ESPA small spacecraft rideshare platform and/or the various 
Arianespace ASAP and VESPA platforms‘ ‘micro‘ positions, i.e. are clearly too large 
to ride in place of the largest cubesat dispensers but do not exceed 180…200 kg 
mass and somewhat less than (1 m)³ envelope. (The precise geometry of the volume 
envelope varies between launch vehicles and is also often negotiable depending on 
the primary payload.) We define ‘mini‘ sailcraft as those which exceed these ‘micro‘ 
payload envelopes but fit the Arianespace ASAP or VESPA platforms‘ ‘mini‘ 
positions and/or similar accommodations on launch vehicles using ESPA or 
proprietary structures. [96] [97] As a corollary, ‘nano‘ sailcraft would be those small 
enough to ride in place of cubesats or their dispensers and thus not requiring a 
‘micro‘ slot on any of these platforms, such as NEAscout [82] [83] or proposed 
Advanced Composites-Based Solar Sail System (ACS3) based [90] future small 
spacecraft exploration precursor missions [88]. Together, we refer to all of these as 
‘small‘ sailcraft. 
 
2.2 Multiple NEA Rendezvous 
 
A near-term mission scenario for solar sails is the multiple NEA rendezvous (MNR). 
[71] [72] [102] It is a means to increase the knowledge on NEAs by vastly 
accelerating the rate of their exploration and to open up a more representative 
sample of the NEA population. All asteroid user communities – planetary science, 
planetary defence, and in-space resource utilization – have an expressed need or 
desire to expand their respective body of knowledge on a reasonable time scale.  
The DLR-ESTEC GOSSAMER Roadmap NEA Science Working Groups studies 
identified Multiple NEA Rendezvous (MNR) as one of the space science missions 
presently uniquely feasible with solar sail propulsion. [102] The parallel Solar Polar 
Orbiter (SPO) study showed the ability to access any inclination and a wide range of 
heliocentric distances. It used a separable payload module conducting the SPO 
mission after delivery by sail to the proper orbit. [103] The Displaced L1 (DL1), 
spaceweather early warning mission study, outlined a very lightweight sailcraft 
operating close to Earth, where all objects of interest to planetary defence must 
pass. [104] 
 
Current MNR trajectory studies demonstrate the feasibility of exploring 5 different 
NEAs in a rendezvous scenario for >100 days, each, with one near-term first-
generation sailcraft within 10 years from Earth departure (c3 ≥ 0). [71] [72] This 



rendezvous duration is comparable to the mission scenario of AIM at the binary NEA 
(65803) Didymos [105] and the on-asteroid activities phase of its lander, MASCOT2, 
on Didymoon [106]. It is also demonstrated that the sequence of asteroids to be 
visited can be changed easily and on a daily basis for any given launch date and 
even after launch and between rendezvous. [71] [72] 
 
Therefore, a sailcraft carrying a set of five MASCOT landers based on a common 
design but differently equipped with science instruments and landing or mobility 
related systems appears desirable. Which lander is used can be decided after arrival 
at and initial study of the respective target asteroid, considering the expectations for 
the targets still to come. Many features of the MASCOT lander design can be shared 
with the core sailcraft and its four boom-sail deployment units (BSDU). Excluding 
their more extensive and for a realistic sailcraft also more voluminous suite of 
mechanisms, all these sub-spacecraft of the launch configuration are MASCOT-
scale spacecraft of their own, ‘nano‘ at heart, i.e., employing design features which 
are commonly associated with Earth-orbiting nanosatellites such as card module 
based integrated electronics in a common housing (E-Box). Indeed, this sharing of 
design elements and heritage has been done already, for the GOSSAMER-1 QM 
BSDU which was developed in parallel to MASCOT. This approach was carried on 
for the structurally similar ROBEX lunar-analog demonstration mission scientific 
Remote Units (RU) design. [107] The economy of scale becomes immediately 
obvious considering that one such mission would already consist of 10 independent 
sub-spacecraft physically connected at launch but to be separated step-by-step 
throughout the mission. The initial connection also enables resource-sharing 
between all initially connected as well as those still connected throughout cruise. 
 
3. SEE FIVE – THE MNR MISSION SCENARIO 
 
3.1 Overview of MNR mission scenario building blocks and options 
 
In continuation of the earlier work on solar sails up to the GOSSAMER Roadmap, 
including its Science Working Groups, and on the background of the surging interest 
in small solar system bodies in several fields, we use the most mature system 
elements available to us to create the most cost-effective interplanetary exploration 
mission scenario addressing the most reasonable next step in small solar system 
body exploration. These elements include the latest MNR trajectory design 
optimizations addressing missions of a reasonable duration of 10 years at near-term 
sail performance, the GOSSAMER solar sail design concept using multiple sub-
spacecraft which easily incorporates a wide variation of configurations, and the small 
solar system body lander designs evolved from PHILAE to MASCOT and further on 
which easily integrate to small and very small carrier spacecraft. In the following 
sections, these three core elements are presented. 
The flexibility of the resulting MNR mission design is demonstrated by its application 
to the fictional Earth impactor exercise scenarios which are a regular activity at the 
Planetary Defense Conferences. 
 
3.2 The MNR reference mission 
 
Peloni et al. [71] [72] set a benchmark MNR objective: to study at least 5 NEAs the 
selection of which out of a larger catalog is not driven or extremely constrained by a-



priori trajectory design or launch window requirements, by a rendezvous of at least 
100 days, each, in a mission duration of less than 10 years, and presented a 
multiple-NEA rendezvous mission through solar sailing. Table 1 shows the mission 
parameters for the sequence shown in the reference paper [71] and Table 2 the 
relevant target asteroid parameters. The characteristic acceleration of 0.2 mm/s² 
assumed in this paper was shown to be within the capability of current and near-term 
sailcraft technology by Seefeldt et al. [108]. For the current and near-term 
capabilities and launch vehicle payload requirements of a solar-electric propulsion 
(SEP) MNR mission see e.g. [231]. 
 
Table 1 – Mission parameters for the considered sequence. (For parameters passed 

from sequence-search algorithm to optimizer see [71]). 
 

Object 
Stay time 

[days] 
 

Start End 
Time of flight 

[days] 
Earth // 

 
10 May 2025 26 Feb 2027 657 

2000 SG344 123 

 
29 Jun 2027 06 Sep 2028 436 

2015 JD3 164 

 
18 Feb 2029 24 Sep 2030 584 

2012 KB4 160 

 
04 Mar 2031 29 Sep 2032 576 

(341843) 
2008 EV5 

171 

 
20 Mar 2033 30 Sep 2034 560 

2014 MP // 
 

It is worthwhile to note that the arrival at 2014 MP after 3431 days or nearly 9.4 
years is not necessarily the end of the mission, nor is it the 222-day stay there still 
within the 10-year trajectory design goal. The visit at 2014 MP may well be followed 
by another departure and more journeys to and stays at other NEAs, as long as the 
sailcraft remains flightworthy. The duration of the mission does not depend on a finite 
amount of fuel aboard; cf. [231]. It only depends on the creativity and attention to 
detail of the spacecraft designers, the skill and care of the hardware integrators, the 
means put at their disposal by ‘programmatics’, the ingenuity and patience of the 
operators on the ground to get smarter, faster than the sailcraft mechanisms wear 
out and age in space, and the will to pay them a while longer for their effort. 
For one, Pioneer 6 was designed to last about 6 months counting from its launch on 
December 16th, 1965 into a NEA-like heliocentric orbit. It was last operated on 
December 8th, 2000 – 35 years later. In 1997, three of its instruments still worked 
well. Two of its three companions fared similarly well; Pioneer 7 successfully 
participated in the Halley campaign of 1986 and in 1995 one of its instruments was 
still working, as for Pioneer 8 in 1996. Only Pioneer 9 is known to have failed in 
1983. Thereafter, we only know that Earth did not call any of them again, yet. [109] 
 

Table 2 – Orbital parameters, size and other properties of the bodies in the MNR 
sequences [110] [111] [112]  

Object Earth 2000 SG344 2015 JD3 2012 KB4 
(341843) 
2008 EV5 

2014 MP 



Orbital type - Aten Amor Amor Aten Amor 

Semi-major axis [AU] 1 0.977 1.059 1.093 0.958 1.050 

Eccentricity 0 0.067 0.008 0.061 0.083 0.029 

Inclination [deg] 0 0.112 2.719 6.328 7.437 9.559 

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

- 24.7 25.6 25.3 20.00 26.0 

Estimated size [m] - 35 – 75 20 – 50 20 – 50 
260 – 590 
400 ±50 

17 – 37 

geometric albedo     0.137  

EMOID [AU] - 0.00085 0.054 0.072 0.0132 0.0187 

PHA - no no no yes no 

NHATS - yes yes yes yes yes 

taxonomic type -    C;X  

albedo 0.367    0.104  

rotation period [h] 23.93    3.725  

lightcurve amplitude 
[mag] 

-    0.05  

radar observation -    Y  

spectral observation -    Y  

IR observation -    Y  

Ascending node 
Earth separation [AU] 

- -0.03197 0.06224 0.09177 0.01535 0.08022 

Descending node 
Earth separation [AU] 

- -0.02184 0.05451 0.08589 -0.10839 0.01890 

 
 

 
 
 
The asteroids selected by the sequence-search algorithm do tend to have fairly 
Earth-like orbits. However, the catalog was here restricted to NHATS-listed asteroids 
and PHAs of which a larger fraction populates this region. MNR missions or solar 
sails are not at all restricted to targets near the ecliptic or near 1 AU. In earlier 
studies, the capabilities of solar sails in closely Earth-co-orbital [104], very high 
heliocentric inclination [103], and even fully retrograde orbits [113] [114] [115], for 
similarly demanding ≈10-year missions have been demonstrated for near-term sails. 
Thus, the combination of micro spacecraft solar sail and nano-lander makes every 
small solar system body accessible within reasonable mission duration, at least out 
to the orbit of Jupiter. 
Solar sailing has the advantage of continuous target asteroid flexibility. For each 
launch date, hundreds of accessible NEA target sequences exist even within the 
restricted database of targets. The targets do not have to be selected before launch 
and they can be changed en-route, for example when scientific or commercial 
interest changes over the years of the mission or when a new target of particular 
interest appears. 
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To study the potential for a multiple NEA sample return mission, the last leg to 2014 
MP has been removed and substituted with a return leg to the Earth. The same 
methodology described in Peloni et al. [71] was used to compute the return leg to the 
Earth. The total mission duration is now 4131 days, about 11.3 years – far from a 
significant increase in terms of technology requirements. The complete trajectory of 
the overall sequence is shown in Figures 5 and 6, whereas Table 3 shows the 
updated mission parameters.  
 

Table 3 – Mission parameters for the considered sequence with the last leg to the 
Earth.  

 

Object 
Stay time 

[days] 
 

Start End 
Time of flight 

[days] 
Earth // 

 
10 May 2025 26 Feb 2027 657 

2000 SG344 123 

 
29 Jun 2027 06 Sep 2028 436 

2015 JD3 164 

 
18 Feb 2029 24 Sep 2030 584 

2012 KB4 160 

 
04 Mar 2031 29 Sep 2032 576 

(341843) 
2008 EV5 

160 

 
18 Mar 2033 22 May 2036 1161 

Earth ∞ 

 
 
It is important to note that the sequence still contains (341843) 2008 EV5, which is 
classified as a PHA and was selected as one of the candidate targets for the ARRM 
mission by NASA [119]. Also, although departure from it comes 11 days earlier, the 
stay time at (341843) 2008 EV5 remains well beyond 100 days and among the 
longest of this particular sequence of asteroids. 
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The DLR GOSSAMER solar sail design is based on a crossed boom configuration with 
triangular sail segments made of a membrane manufactured from aluminized 
polyimide foil. A specifically designed combination of folding and coiling ensures that 
the deployed sail area can be held taut between the partly deployed booms. 
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Figure 11 – GOSSAMER-1 common Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS) architecture of 

CSCU and BSDUs with Charging Network (CN) interfaces routed through Power 
Distribution (PD) units and a Special Functions Board (SFB) connecting to 

Photovoltaic arrays (PV) and the battery (Bat.) 
 
 
The power receiving interface connects through a Special Function Board (SFB) to 
the same Battery Charge Regulator(s) (BCR) fed by the Photovoltaic (PV) arrays on 
the surface of each unit, similar to a maintenance charging connection from the 
Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE) or the launch vehicle (LV). Each side 
of either interface is protected in a fail-safe manner, against energy loss and deep 
discharge of the feeding side’s battery as well as against complete loss of energy 
flow. 
The charging network effectively creates one spacecraft power subsystem from the 
energy generation, storage and distribution units of five self-sufficient spacecraft with 
their own complete and independent power subsystems and control units. This 
concept grew from the secondary passenger (“piggy-back”) launch envisaged for 
GOSSAMER-1 with the QB50 project and the mission objectives assigned to it in the 
GOSSAMER Roadmap. For secondary passengers, a pre-determined separation 
attitude cannot always be provided. Note that in the Roadmap context, GOSSAMER-1 
only had to demonstrate membrane deployment which does not require attitude 
control. 
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Figure 12 – GOSSAMER-1 Charging Network (CN) architecture with central Launch 

Vehicle (LV) interface, separate Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE) 
interfaces to each unit  

 
Thus, it was entirely possible that GOSSAMER-1 was deployed by the launcher such 
that e.g. only one BSDU is fully illuminated by the Sun. Even in this case, sufficient 
power supply for deployment could be achieved without the need to carry an 
excessively large and fully pre-charged battery.  
 
 
4.2 Size Matters – Mission Design for a Realistic Near-Term Sail 
 
The MNR mission scenario by Peloni et al. [71] is feasible using near-term solar sails 
with a characteristic acceleration of only ac = 0.2 mm/s. In currently available 
technology such as introduced by GOSSAMER-1, this corresponds approximately to a 
(50 m)² sail, i.e. one of square shape and 50 m side length, carrying a science 
payload of approximately 20 kg, or a (70 m)² sail carrying about 60 kg (see Fig 13). 
This science payload could be composed of heritage remote sensing instruments 
such as flown on conventional planetary science missions like ROSETTA or CASSINI.  
However, the current state of small body science demands in-situ measurements for 
significant progress. Sailcraft, due to their huge size and inherent agility limits can 
not as easily land or even perform a touch & go like HAYABUSA on an asteroid. But 
applying recent technology and MASCOT-style integration concepts, a combination 
of approximately 10 kg ‘orbiter‘ science payload and one or, respectively, five 
MASCOT landers of approximately 10 kg, each, appears feasible. By this 
combination, the gap between sail and soil can be closed, and the access frequency 
of asteroids to landers dramatically increased. Sail-based sample-return missions 
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Figure 14 – Irradiated Spot area – light gray area (top) and electron microscope 

picture of the spot of the Aluminum surface (bottom) 
 
All of the materials planned for space applications have to be evaluated for their 
behavior under particle and electromagnetic radiation [136] [137]. They can be 
examined in terrestrial laboratories under conditions which mimic those present at 
destination orbit of the sail. DLR in Bremen has a facility which can simulate such 
conditions. The Complex Irradiation Facility (CIF) was designed and commissioned 
with the aim to perform material investigations under simultaneous irradiation of both 
corpuscular and electromagnetic radiation. The complete facility has been built in 
Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) technology. The differential pumping system achieves a 
final pressure in the 10-10 mbar range. 
The CIF is equipped with electron and proton linear accelerators. The kinetic energy 
of both species can be set separately within a range of 1 keV to 100 keV. The 
minimum achievable current is 1 nA while the maximum current is 100 µA. Also three 
electromagnetic sources are available: an argon VUV source, a deuterium lamp, and 
a Xenon lamp. All three working simultaneously cover wide wavelength range from 
40 nm to 2150 nm [138]. The facility can examine not only thin solar-sail films but 
also solid or granular structures such as meteorite samples. The facility is presented 
in Figure 15. 
 



 
 

Figure 15 – The Complex Irradiation Facility at DLR Bremen 
 
The work on membrane materials degradation properties and mitigation continues 
after the end of the GOSSAMER project for the deployable large-scale photovoltaics 
project, GOSOLAR. Both share the same technologies, materials and challenges in 
this respect, albeit with a different weighting. 
The CIF is also suitable for the investigation of space weathering of natural 
materials. It can irradiate materials in UHV with a wide range of temperatures. From 
the sample’s irradiated α/ε equilibrium temperature, they can be artificially heated by 
halogen lamps to 450°C or cooled down to the LN2 level of -193°C. Low-energy 
corpuscular and high-energy electromagnetic radiation interacts at the immediate 
surface of regolith grains where the spectrum of reflected sunlight is formed which is 
used to infer asteroid composition from a distance. By irradiating suitable mineral or 
rock samples compatible with the UHV conditions inside the facility, the CIF can thus 
help to improve the connection between the spectral classification of asteroids 
performed by Earth-based telescopes and the inferred composition. The wide ranges 
of irradiation and thermal parameters that can be set and changed during an 
irradiation campaign enable space weathering experiments simulating different 



heliocentric distances and other conditions at the surface of celestial bodies e.g. 
related to the day-night cycle. [139] [140] 
 
 
5. UP AND AWAY – LAUNCHING A SMALL SPACECRAFT TO ESCAPE 
VELOCITY 
 
Due to the stringent mass requirements of solar sailing and the need to deploy very 
large structures, anyway, the resulting spacecraft launch configuration can be very 
compact and lightweight. A typical MNR design would fit the current standard ‘micro-
payload’ secondary passenger slots of launch vehicles flying to GTO or other high 
altitude orbits, e.g. ASAP on European or ESPA on U.S. launchers. From Navsat-
MEO, GEO or other high and moderately eccentric orbits, the sail could comfortably 
depart from Earth under its own thrust. With the high frequency of GTO launches, a 
reliable and affordable access to Earth departure becomes available at the expense 
of a small propulsion module for substantial perigee-lifting for easy spiral-out from 
Earth orbit or direct escape from GTO to c3 > 0 which offers the advantage of less 
time spent in the radiation belts. 
 
5.1 Kickstart – small spacecraft on heavy launchers 
 
Dedicated launches would be an option in the case of missions requiring an 
extremely high c3 and/or reduced flight time to target. Based on the current 
performance of Ariane 5 ECA [141], the performance for a maximum velocity escape 
trajectory has been calculated. For a dedicated launch, unnecessary standard 
equipment units such as the double launch adapter Sylda are removed. The 
performance for different c3 values and an inclination of 6°, in case of launches from 
the Kourou spaceport are plotted in Figure 16. Payloads of 500 kg, 250 kg, and 
50 kg, respectively, can be injected on escape trajectories with a c3 of up to 
approximately 56 km²/s², 60 km²/s², and 64 km²/s². 
  

 
Figure 16 – Payload performance of Ariane 5 ECA for different C3 values and an 

inclination of 6° 
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The payload masses of 500 kg, 250 kg, and 50 kg, respectively, correspond 
approximately to a dual MNR launch (or a NEW HORIZONS or HAYABUSA2 reflight), a 
single MNR launch (or a DEEP IMPACT Bus reflight), and a minimum sailcraft e.g. 
similar to NEAscout [83] or ACS3-based solar sails [88] (or a MASCOT-style high-
density design chemical propulsion flyby spacecraft) with minimum deep space 
communication equipment added.  
It is noteworthy that even this entirely unoptimized configuration based on off-the-
shelf launcher hardware, when combined with a ‘small’ payload, achieves a 
performance level comparable to that of the hyper-giant launch vehicles which were 
thought to be required for entry-level planetary exploration beyond one-way missions 
to Venus or Mars, prior to the discovery of gravity-assist trajectories. [25] And that 
this discovery in turn fostered the advanced technologies making this scenario 
possible today.  
The addition of further small upper stages as part of the standard launch vehicle’s 
payload such as the off-the-shelf Star-37 or Star-48 solid rocket motors used for 
PIONEER-10 and 11 (258 kg) and NEW HORIZONS (478 kg), respectively, can further 
increase c3 performance. However, solid rocket motors are less accurate than liquid 
propulsion stages. Recently, LISA Pathfinder (LPF, 480 kg) was kicked from a low 
Earth parking orbit of 200 x 1600 km to its Lissajous orbit around the Sun-Earth 
Lagrange point L1 by a liquid-fuelled Propulsion Module (LPF PRM, 1420 kg wet). 
[142] 
 
 
6. LANDERS 
 
It is assumed that landers are separated from the carrying sailcraft like MASCOT 
from HAYABUSA2, by a pre-set spring force. [34] [98] [143] The solar sail trajectory is 
modified such for lander separation that the initial state vector relative to the asteroid 
ensures that the separated lander hits its mark, similar to MASCOT2 and AIM. [106] 
The sail may be in very slow fly-by, or in a stable solar-radiation-pressure displaced 
orbit or station-keeping. [144] [145] [146] 
 
6.1 Close-in Sailcraft Operation 
 
While reasonably stable orbits of and station-keeping near asteroids appears 
generally feasible, [144] [145] [146] genuine proximity operations with a solar sail 
close to a real asteroid likely pose significant challenges. Any such manoeuvres 
depend critically on the efficiency and agility and glitch if not failure tolerance of sail 
attitude control methods and mechanisms which are yet to be proven in flight. 
Should in practice only gross motor skills be feasible within the lightweight design 
requirements of solar sailing or if the control methods were found to be physically 
challenged, it may be best to have a self-propelled spacecraft attached to a solar sail 
for cruise flight between targets. At the asteroid, the sail would be parked at a safe 
distance and detach the self-propelled spacecraft for all proximity operations. 
OKEANOS, the JAXA Solar Power Sail, also follows this concept as it is based on a 
spinning sail-like photovoltaic membrane design. In this case, however, the 
rendezvous and re-docking after the proximity operations introduce additional 
challenges but could also build on experience from space station operations as well 
as small spacecraft dockings [147] [148] [149] [150]. Another solution would be to 



un-deploy the solar sail, but it remains to be seen how (un)realistic this is even in 
terms of the most basic feasibility.  
 
6.2 Deployment Conditions and Constraints for Sail-Deployed Ballistic Landers 
 
Though the deployment of landers to asteroid surfaces poses many challenges, it 
should be first noted that it is orders of magnitude easier than lander deployment to 
any large planetary body in terms of obstacles to overcome. It is specifically this 
relative ease that makes their inclusion on a small-body bound spacecraft a real 
advantage to the mission. However, most asteroid or comet landers are designed to 
operate on a specific body, whose size and mass is known to some degree before 
the mission hardware is built. A specifically optimized design allows tuning of the 
deployment mechanism and strategy prior to the mission, identifying the best 
strategy to deploy one given lander to one (or several) given asteroid(s).  
A most notable exception is PHILAE, which was designed to land on a broad range of 
comets – fortunately, as it turned out: a launch delay forced a change of target from 
46P/Wirtanen to 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.  
The strength of a MNR sailcraft lies on the genericity of its design and the possibility 
to alter course as desired. Therefore, the task at hand is to design a strategy 
allowing the deployment of a lander to any asteroid. 
 
The two main challenges resting on the deployment of a lander to a small body are: 

1) guarantee that the lander reaches the surface.  
2) guarantee that the lander remains at the surface. 

 
Note that there is an absolute and a gradual element in either challenge.  
For the first challenge, the location at which the surface is reached can be important 
as well as the time it takes to get there. For example, communication between lander 
and sailcraft is temporarily lost at the most critical phase if contact with the surface is 
first achieved only on the far side of the target asteroid e.g. out of a near-parabolic 
trajectory. Also, if the lander reaches the surface out of a bound but unstable orbit, 
the duration required for natural disturbances to perturb the orbit into a surface 
intercept may be a significant fraction of the duration of the rendezvous of the MNR 
sailcraft with the asteroid. 
For the second challenge, similarly the distance covered while bouncing to dissipate 
the residual kinetic energy and the duration required to reach an at-rest state may be 
of importance, beyond its ultimate achievement. Long bouncing, although usually a 
random walk, may also lead the lander to the far side of the target asteroid.  
 
6.2.1 1st Challenge: Guarantee that the lander reaches the surface 
 
Two strategies can be adopted: passive or active descent.  
 
With a ballistic descent, the lander does not control its trajectory. Simply put, the 
lander must be thrown at the surface on release. The direction on which to deploy 
the lander depends on the characteristics of the dynamical system and on the 
trajectory of the spacecraft itself. All small-body landing packages have been on 
ballistic descents from MINERVA (aboard HAYABUSA) to PHILAE, to the next 
generation of asteroid landers aboard HAYABUSA2 (the MINERVAs and MASCOT). 
 



A controlled descent means the landers controls, at least in part, its descent after 
release. This descent requires the lander to have actuators (e.g. thrusters) as well as 
sensors (e.g. vision) and a GNC system, essentially making it a small spacecraft. 
Landing spacecraft, like HAYABUSA or OSIRIS-REx, use controlled descent. 
 
6.2.2  2nd Challenge: Guarantee that the lander remains on the surface 
 
Here again, passive or active options are possible. 
 
The problem of remaining on the surface is that the lander is generally deployed in 
an energy state where it could, should it not find the ground, escape the asteroid 
system to infinity. [151] [152] It is also possible that the lander is initially deployed 
with less energy than needed to escape but, because it impacts on a rotating 
surface, it gains at impact the energy necessary to escape. [153] A passive lander 
will therefore try to minimize its energy at deployment, keeping it as low as possible 
and hoping that the first impact [154] will dissipate enough energy to guarantee a 
bound state with respect to the asteroid. Passive damping mechanisms (e.g. 
crushable surfaces) are also possible. An example of a passive lander is MASCOT. 
Note that this strategy will generally be poor at guaranteeing a definite landing zone 
since no matter how accurate the first impact is, the subsequent bounces will create 
a highly randomized trajectory, potentially yielding wide landing zones. However, 
MASCOT-like landers can later relocate to the preferred operation location, as was 
planned for MASCOT2 on AIM. 
The effective coefficient of restitution (CoR), the ratio of the norms of velocities 
before and after impact, is dependent on the lander design and the local properties 
of the asteroid surface at the point of impact. The worst case is a rigid surface with a 
CoR close to 1 (ideally elastic), e.g. a bare large boulder, on which the combined 
effective CoR becomes that of the lander structure or landing gear. The structural 
CoR of MASCOT is approximately 0.6. [155] PHILAE and the surface of 67P 
combined achieved a CoR of approximately 0.3 at the first vertical-touch-down with 
damping element activation. All later bounces had no damping unit involvement and 
achieved about 0.7, presumably of some elastic structural element like the 
magnetometer boom with a brittle comet surface material. [12] During the bouncing 
phase, energy is also exchanged with the rotation of the lander. Grazing contact with 
friction can remove energy out of the linear motion or the rotation, also without much 
affecting the respective other. Asymmetric contact, e.g. with only 1 or 2 of 3 landing 
gear feet, will induce rotation at the expense of linear velocity, reducing the effective 
CoR beyond structural response which can be highly elastic, particularly at right 
angles to the expected direction of motion or damper action. Conversely, in the 
extreme, an effective CoR >1 can appear when a fast rotation is heavily slowed 
down in a way that transfers the rotational energy into linear motion. (also cf. [156] 
[157] [158] [159])  
 
Conversely an active strategy would be for the lander to anchor itself to the ground 
as soon as it impacts. An example of active lander was PHILAE’s design: it would 
anchor itself to the ground with two harpoons, it would activate downward thrusters 
and it would screw its feet to the ground. This strategy reduces the landing ellipse to 
the first impact ellipse. But, the lander then requires some GNC capability with 
associated actuators and sensors, thus adding complexity, mass and cost. 
 



6.2.3 Possible strategies 
 
Considering the two options of each problem, only three types of landers appear 
sensible: 
1) The passive lander, e.g. MASCOT or MINERVA. The lander travels on a ballistic 
arc to the surface and dissipates its energy by bouncing on the ground. 
2) The anchoring lander, e.g. PHILAE. The lander travels on a ballistic arc to the 
surface but it is able to anchor itself to the ground immediately at first impact. [160] 
[161] 
3) The controlled lander, e.g. the JAXA Solar Power Sail Lander or the MMX 
spacecraft. The lander controls its descent to the surface with thrusters and remains 
on the ground after a very soft touchdown, possibly anchoring itself to guarantee 
stability. 
 
Generally speaking, a passive lander is the least onerous option but is also limited in 
its allowed range of asteroids. A controlled lander can go anywhere but is conversely 
a much more expensive option. We define here 3 broad strategies by which each 
type of lander can reach its trajectory: 
1) the ballistic low-energy trajectory, fitting best the passive lander on a slowly 
rotating asteroid. The lander is deployed on an elliptic arc, or any other low energy 
trajectory, that impacts the asteroid surface. The nominal deployment can be 
optimized to minimize the energy at impact [153] [152]. 
2) the ballistic high energy trajectory, fitting best the anchoring lander. The lander is 
deployed on a high speed (1 m/s or above). The nominal trajectory aims directly at 
center of the small body. Upon this high velocity impact, the lander anchors itself 
immediately. A passive lander would bounce and likely fail to remain bound to the 
asteroid with such a strategy unless the combined CoR of lander and surface is very 
low. 
3) the controlled descent, that only fits the controlled lander as it is the only one with 
the means of achieving a controlled descent. A controlled descent could start as any 
of the two previous trajectories. 
 
6.2.4 Constraints on the deployment 
 
To be employed, these strategies add constraints to the deployment. Although the 
controlled descent can theoretically adapt to any situation (since the lander controls 
its trajectory), the two ballistic trajectories need the mothership sailcraft to guarantee 
impact with the surface. Previous analyses show that the main factor weighing on 
this capability is the accuracy of the deployment velocity [162]. The deployment 
velocity is the combination of the velocity imparted to the lander by the deployment 
mechanism (with respect to the spacecraft) and the velocity of the spacecraft (with 
respect to the asteroid center of mass). Uncertainty on the former stems from the 
deployment mechanism imperfection (e.g. spring elasticity uncertainty, thermal 
variations, collision at release with bounding box). Uncertainty on the latter stems 
from the spacecraft GNC system. 
 
Considering this combined error, noted ΔV, as a parameter, the two strategies 
(ballistic high-energy and ballistic low-energy) can be tested for their feasibility. We 
can indeed define ΔV threshold accuracies that render each of them unfeasible. 
 



The low-energy ballistic trajectory must at least be able to deploy the lander such 
that the periapse remains below the radius R of the asteroid. Denoting the asteroid 
density ρ and the height of deployment h, we can then compute this maximum 
allowable ΔV as: 
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For the high-energy ballistic trajectory, one can obtain a very simple worst-case first 
approximation by neglecting the effects of gravity on such a trajectory – which is 
valid for the smallest targets. Denoting V as the nominal deployment speed, aimed 
directly at the center of the asteroid, the maximum allowable ΔV guaranteeing not to 
miss the small body is: 
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In general, it should be expected that h will be the minimum value guaranteeing the 
safety of the spacecraft. Previous missions, like HAYABUSA and HAYABUSA2, as well 
as concept missions, have rarely considered less than 50 m for deployments. In the 
case of a solar sail or large dimensions, 100 m seems like a prudent minimal value. 
Larger values, such as 300 to 1000 m, seem more likely in the context of a surveyor 
spacecraft whose missions requires survival over many asteroid encounters. This 
value is also dependent on the radius of the targeted body: 100 m altitude does not 
carry the same risks above a 1 m rock than above a 1 km body. 
 
For the low-energy ballistic trajectory, the density ρ of the asteroid is an essential 
parameter. Past missions have shown that small solar system bodies can exhibit 
rubble pile structures of very high porosity. This density parameter would likely be 
between 1 to 3 g/cm³ for NEOs. Note however that lower values have been observed 
on comets (e.g. 67P by ROSETTA, slightly lower than 0.5 g/cm³) and higher values on 
main-belt asteroids (e.g. Lutetia by ROSETTA, around 3.4 g/cm³), and it is not unlikely 
that still higher density objects exist up to the density of pure non-porous NiFe, 
approximately 8 g/cm³. 
 
For the high-energy ballistic trajectory, since, for smaller targets, the increase in 
speed due to gravity is negligible, one can assume the deployment speed equals the 
impact speed. It can be assumed that impacts up to 2 m/s pose little risk to the 
payload of the lander, especially as the lander is equipped with a damping landing 
gear. For instance, PHILAE impacted slightly over 1 m/s. Future technological 
developments in landing gears could also increase this value.  
 
We have plotted on Figure 17 the ΔV thresholds of each trajectory, each for three 
likely values of their main parameter, respectively asteroid density and deployment 
velocity, assuming deployment occurs at a fixed altitude of 500 m. As one decreases 
the asteroid diameter, the challenge increases and forces the mission designer to 
consider an anchoring lander rather than a passive lander, and even a controlled 
lander rather than an anchoring lander. Conversely any development that improves 
the accuracy on velocity extends the realm of use of an anchoring lander or of a 
passive lander. Note that this analysis does not include the effects of rotation, which 
can be very important to consider [153]: all but the largest fast rotators would be 



impossible targets for a passive lander. It appears that there is a threshold size of 
about 200 m diameter above which almost all objects are slow rotators whereas 
smaller objects are mostly fast rotators, probably related to the internal cohesion of 
the asteroid. [163] [164] It may be inferred that larger objects are nearly cohesion-
less rubble piles while smaller objects may also be in some way monolithic. This 
natural size threshold is slightly above the 140 m minimum diameter defined as one 
criterion for PHA status. Thus, a velocity accuracy of about 1 cm/s is required for a 
passive landers which can be sent to any such object. 
 

 
 

Figure 17 – Accuracy requirements on the delivery velocity of ballistic landers 
delineating the regions of feasibility for passive, anchoring (semi-active), and fully 

controlled (active) landers. 
 
Separation velocities and accuracies of the orders of magnitude covered in Figure 17 
have been achieved in small solar system body missions. However, it should be 
noted that a spacecraft does not have a single “score” on its accuracy. The 
performance of the carrier spacecraft’s GNC reflected in numbers like the accuracy 
on velocity shown in Figure 17 are very situation dependent. Depending on where 
the spacecraft was and what it was doing, the numbers can vary widely. Moreover, 
there is a difference between the known velocity a posteriori, the known velocity in 
real-time e.g. as observable in live telemetry based analysis, and the real-time 
velocity as used on board in a closed-loop guidance function. Comparatively, the 
deployment mechanism accuracy is easier to ascertain because it doesn’t depend 
on the situation or the performance or design of the software. 
 
6.2.5 Technological developments 
 
It should be noted from Figure 17 that the high-energy ballistic trajectory seems 
feasible for almost any asteroid if the initial velocity (hence close to touchdown 
velocity) is 1 m/s. As the anchoring lander can provide much more capability over a 
passive lander, notably the capability to handle fast rotators, it could be relevant to 
focus on the technological gaps remaining for the development of such a lander. 
Notably, one will note the need to devise anchoring devices with both high reliability 



and adaptability to any asteroid terrain (i.e. soft regolith or hard rocky surfaces) as 
well as the actuators, sensors and flight software able to adjust attitude and detect 
impact. 
The calculations summed up on Figure 17 are only applicable or useful for the 
smaller targets, less than 1 km in diameter. Beyond this size, the body presents, at 
this altitude, a strong enough gravity field and a large enough surface: bringing a 
lander to the surface is not as challenging. But, in the case of a large asteroid, one 
may wish to direct a lander to a precise landing zone comparable in size to the 
smaller targets presented in Figure 17, which would then show very similar curves. 
Moreover, one would probably find that 500 m is too low an altitude and would 
deploy from much farther away, once again recreating similar curves. In addition, 
fast rotators, regardless of their mass, would still present the issue of remaining on 
the surface which would make them very hard targets for passive landers, forcing 
them to land and stay at the poles. In any case, the situation remains that larger (and 
slowly spinning) asteroids and higher GNC accuracy allow for lightweight passive 
lander, while more challenging bodies or coarser GNC will require a more capable 
lander. The development of a fully automated lander would allow to land anywhere 
with very few impositions on the spacecraft GNC. Conversely, developing better 
GNC and release mechanisms would to enable passive or anchoring landers to be 
used on a wider range of targets. 
At the other end of the asteroid size scale, it is obvious that any database of 
asteroids will be dominated by the smallest objects the NEA surveys are capable of 
detecting with some measure of efficiency. Their sheer number outruns the reduction 
of discovery efficiency towards smaller sized objects until the detection range 
becomes so small that the volume covered by the survey instrument shrinks so 
much that it becomes the dominant factor in discovery rate. [165] The database and 
algorithms used in [71] [72] do not apply any filter on asteroid properties other than 
those a priori applied by the NHATS, LCDB and PHA catalogues. So it may appear 
at first glance that MNR trajectory searches turn up mostly sequences composed of 
small objects not suited for passive landers like MASCOT. Still, even without filtering 
or rating sequences by their targets, MNR sequences do appear which contain 
multiple objects that should be easily accessible for MASCOT-like landers. For 
example, the sequence Earth – 2003 WT153 – (65679) 1989 UQ – (401954) 2002 
RW25 discussed in [72] contains two large, almost km-sized PHAs most likely well 
suitable for MASCOT-like landers, after a very small first target which could be of 
interest to ARRM-like missions [119]. The total ΔV for this sequence of only 3 targets 
is 52.1 km/s which is considered not feasible with current or near-term high-
performing electric-propulsion technology [72]. Low-thrust missions requiring a 
consumable propellant are restricted to the thin end of the low-ΔV tail of the total ΔV 
distribution of sequences and consequently require optimization for this parameter 
which in turn sacrifices the target change and launch date flexibility of the solar sail 
based solution which was optmized without any limit on the level of ΔV. For example, 
Maiwald and Marchand [231] found a 5-NEA sequence Earth – 2001 QJ142 – 2000 
SG344 – 2009 OS5 – 2007 YF – 1999 AO10 for Earth departure on March 21st, 2023 
which only requires 16.6 km/s total ΔV. However, all targets are very small (H≈24), 
thus likely unsuitable for passive landers, and some have poorly defined orbits. The 
sequence Earth – 2011 CG2 – 2004 VJ1 – 2005 TG50 – 2015 JF11 also discussed in 
[72] contains two relatively large objects most likely suitable for MASCOT-like 
landers, and two moderately small targets. 
 



 
6.2.6 Head-on Sailcraft Operation – Kinetic Impactor Delivery 
 
Beyond rendezvous operations for science, exploration, characterization and 
prospection, a detachable self-propelled spacecraft would also be a necessary 
development for a sail-delivered kinetic impactor since extreme agility is required to 
hit a threatening asteroid, most likely smaller than 200 m diameter, at relative 
velocities likely to exceed 50 km/s. It is unlikely that the required combination of 
timely precision and agility can be achieved in the foreseeable future with a hoisted 
solar sail. However, the most extreme relative velocities possible within the solar 
system can only be achieved by solar sail. It has been demonstrated by Dachwald et 
al. [113] [114] [115] that a kinetic impactor payload can be delivered by solar sail with 
realistic performance (ac = 0.5 mm/s²) to a head-on orbit with a velocity exceeding 80 
km/s relative to the incoming asteroid if the perihelion is sufficiently interior to Earth’s 
orbit. This puts an entirely small spacecraft based approach towards asteroid 
mitigation within reach (cf. [166]). 
 
 
6.3 MASCOT – the Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout 
 
DLR in collaboration with the French space agency, CNES, has developed the 
Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout, MASCOT, a small asteroid lander which packs four 
full-scale science instruments (Figure 18) and relocation capability into a shoebox-
sized 10 kg spacecraft. [34] [98] [143] It carries the near-IR soil microscope, 
MicrOmega (MMEGA), [167] a high dynamic range black-and-white camera with 
night-time multicolour LED illumination (MasCAM), [168] a 6-channel thermal IR 
radiometer (MARA), [169] and a fluxgate magnetometer (MasMAG). [170] 
MMEGA is a near-infrared imaging spectrometer/microscope for the study of 
mineralogy and composition at grain scale. During operations the instrument optical 
head touches the asteroid surface. MMEGA acquires 3D (x,y,λ) microscopic image-
cubes of an area approximately (3 mm)² in size with a spatial sampling of (25 μm)²  
in (128 pixel)² images. For each pixel, the spectrum is acquired in contiguous 
spectral channels covering the range 0.99 to 3.55 μm. The spectral range is chosen 
as to include diagnostic features of most potential constituents of the surface: 
minerals, both pristine and altered, in particular by water; frosts and ices; organics. 
The spectral sampling is better than 40 cm-1 typically with a signal-to-noise ratio of 
100, over the entire spectral range. Image-cubes are built by illuminating the 
samples with monochromatic light, using an AOTF-based dispersive system. Images 
are acquired onto a 2D HgCdTe array, cooled by a dedicated cryocooler. 
Measurements are performed both during day and night, at least one, each, per 
location. [167] 
MasCAM uses a clear filter 1 Mpixel Si-CMOS sensor with high dynamic range 
imaging capability covering a (60°)² field of view, pointed slightly down to image an 
area in front of the lander. Multiple observations during the day are used for detailled 
studies of the reflection and scattering properties of the surface. During daytime, 
images are black-and-white. At night, color images are taken using 4-channel IR-
RGB LED illumination. [168] 
MARA is a 6-band multispectral thermal infrared radiometer, covering wavelengths 
from 5 to 100 µm. In addition to a clear filter, the remaining channels are narrow-
band filtered and can be adapted to a thermal infrared instrument aboard the orbiter 



such as TIR aboard HAYABUSA2. Observations over at least one complete rotation of 
the asteroid are used to determine thermal inertia of the landing site. 
MasMAG is a vector compensated three-axis fluxgate magnetometer consisting of a 
digital electronics board and a sensor head developed at the Institute for Geophysics 
and Extraterrestrial Physics (IGeP) of the Technical University of Braunschweig 
(TUBS). It has a long heritage at IGeP from previous space missions such as 
THEMIS, VENUS EXPRESS, ROSETTA, EQUATOR-S, and BEPICOLOMBO. Due to the 
extreme conditions the design covered in these missions, the sensors can be 
mounted outside of the temperature controlled compartment. 
 
The MASCOT Flight Model (FM) was delivered to JAXA mid-June 2014 and was 
launched aboard the HAYABUSA2 space probe on December 3rd, 2014, to asteroid 
(162173) Ryugu (formerly 1999 JU3, [171]) During the cruise phase, HAYABUSA2 
uses a combination of Earth gravity-assist and solar-electric propulsion. MASCOT is 
an organically integrated high-density constraints-driven design. [34] [58] [59] [172] 
[173] [174] [175] Its structure is a highly integrated and ultra-lightweight truss-frame 
made from a CFRP and Rohacell® foam sandwich. [176] [177] It has three internal 
mechanisms: i) the Preload Release Mechanism (PRM) to release a controlled kN-
range preload in the structure across the separation interface which mitigates launch 
vibrations; ii) the Separation Mechanism to realize a gentle push-off of MASCOT at 
~5 cm/s out of the Mechanical Support Structure (MESS) recessed inside the 
HAYABUSA2 envelope; and iii) the Mobility Mechanism for self-righting and hopping 
across the asteroid surface over distances from less than a metre up to 220 m. [178] 
MASCOT uses a semi-passive thermal control concept, with two heatpipes, a 
radiator, and Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) for heat rejection during active phases, 
supported by a heater for thermal control of the battery and the main electronics 
during passive phases. [179] During its on-asteroid operational phase, it uses a 
primary battery as power supply. During cruise, it is supplied by HAYABUSA2. The 
Power Conversion and Distribution Unit (PCDU) applies a mixed isolating/non-
isolating conversion concept adapted to grounding within a nonconductive structure. 
[11] All housekeeping and scientific data is sent to Earth via a relay link with the 
HAYABUSA2 main spacecraft using redundant UHF-Band transceivers inherited from 
JAXA’s MINERVA rovers and two patch antennae on either side of the lander, with 
omnidirectional coverage. The MASCOT On-Board Computer (OBC) is a redundant 
system providing data storage, instrument interfacing, command and data handling, 
as well as autonomous surface operation functions. The operational redundancy 
mode is configurable in a four module set of two CPUs and two I/O and mass 
memory boards to optimize power consumption and robustness on the background 
of an exclusively primary battery powered mission. [233] Knowledge of the landers 
attitude on the asteroid is key to the success of its self-righting and hopping function. 
The attitude is determined by a threefold set of sensors: optical proximity sensors 
(OPS), photo electric cells (PEC) and auxiliary as well as experimental thermal 
sensors. The surface temperature is recorded near the PEC sensors. While these 
readouts are mainly for operational purposes, it is expected that some additional 
information can be derived on the immediate environment of the lander on the sides 
not in the field of view of the science instruments. 
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Since the delivery of MASCOT for HAYABUSA2, several studies for MASCOT-style 
landers on other small solar system bodies have been conducted. [128] [188] Also, 
there have been precursor studies for the development of MASCOT aboard 
MARCOPOLO, including payload concepts similar to MASCOT2. [189] Over time, 
these studies have created a wide repertoire for variation of the science instruments 
carried as well as overall mission scenarios. Lander instrumentation can be adjusted 
e.g. for regolith investigations (MASCOT), radar tomography (MASCOT2), 
mineralogy, thermal surface properties characterization related to the Yarkovsky and 
YORP effects, etc.  
With a suite of differently instrumented landers aboard, it is then possible to select 
the lander most appropriate for the currently rendezvoused asteroid when it has 
been characterized remotely on or after arrival of the sailcraft. 
Akin to the HAYABUSA2 MINERVA landers, it is also possible to divide the payload 
mass down further, e.g. for CubeSat format landers or Mini-MASCOTs for very much 
reduced tasks. A typical planetary defence related minimum science payload could 
consist of a planetary radar beacon, a miniature camera similar to those qualified for 
GOSSAMER-1 [190] [191] [192], and a version of MARA [169] [193] adapted to the 
direct requirements. 
 
6.4 Design Robustness to the Asteroid Environment  
 
Obviously, the possibilities of adapting to the properties of the surface of an unknown 
celestial body are limited before launch. From telescope observations in the visual 
and near-infrared, only, the volume of a small asteroidal body can be determined 
prior to rendezvous to somewhat better than an order of magnitude. Composition 
and porosity at the surface can be inferred with the help of infrared observations 
which also constrain the size much better. [194] Although some constraints can be 
inferred, the interior composition and porosity can not be determined unless the 
object is a binary and very high resolution radar observations are possible. [195]  
In the absence of such fortunate circumstance, it is difficult to determine whether the 
object is – in the extremes – a fluffball possibly filling its entire Roche lobe like 
Saturn’s moon Methone [196] with zero gravity all over its surface or a solid block of 
nickel-iron thinly veiled by a layer of different regolith akin to (16) Psyche [197]. 
Further, almost all asteroids < 200 m are fast rotators, i.e. spin faster than the period 
of a circular orbit at their equator radius, [163] [164] and faceted objects apparently 
free of regolith like 2017 BQ6 have been observed by planetary radar [198].  
Thus, a worst-case design has to be pursued, including flexibility for operational 
adjustments which can only be made once a first characterization of the target orbit 
has been made by the carrier sailcraft early in the respective rendezvous.  
 
The heatpipe-based thermal design of MASCOT accommodates a broad range of 
asteroid environments regarding the variation of albedo and surface thermal inertia, 
from fluffball (low thermal inertia) to bare rock (high thermal inertia) on dark bodies 
like Ryugu and higher albedo objects like Didymoon.  
 
 
6.5 Sample-Return Landers 
 
NEA samples of the five asteroids visited can be returned by one larger lander 
shuttling between the NEA surfaces and the sailcraft. A reasonable design goal 
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Based on the asteroid data listed in Table 4, a first estimate of the delta-v and thrust 
requirements is performed. Results are listed in Table 5, based on the worst-case 
assumption of parameters, as little information is available on the proposed 
asteroids; the targets may also change in the course of the mission design, or even 
during its execution. By using worst case assumptions, and adding sufficient margins 
(100%), the Lander allows for mission flexibility. 
 

Table 4: Asteroid Data. In most cases rotation rate is unknown (assumed = 0.1 h). 
Gravity is based on worst case assumptions for albedo and density. Where 

unknown, an albedo range of 0.04 to 0.4 and a density of 4000 kg/m³ is assumed. 
 

 
 
 

Table 5: delta-v budget for 5 asteroid landings and sample-retrievals. The fifth is 
added as additional margin. All delta-v are estimated according to the worst case 

scenario for horizontal and vertical velocity. Included are three 10-m-hops per 
asteroid. The total margin added is 100% to increase system flexibility for large 

asteroids and faster rotating targets. 

 
 
 
The ΔV requirements include for every asteroid the ΔV to cancel out horizontal and 
vertical velocity from a release position at 5000 m altitude to the landing site of the 
asteroid, as well as the reverse transfer to return to the solar sail. Also included is 
the ΔV to perform a number of hops (three times) on the asteroid surface with a 
distance of ≈10 m. 
 
Due to the multi-rendezvous mission duration, propulsion system leakage becomes 
an issue. The use of isolation valves during cruise phase allowed for low leakage in 
a high-pressure cold gas system on the Trojan SPS mission. However, if multiple 
landings are performed at different times throughout the entire mission duration, this 
approach is not possible. The use of liquid propellant systems is one alternative to 
reduce leak-rates, as liquid stored propellants are more suited for long-term storage 
(cf. PHILAE). 

asteroid absolute 

magnitude 

H [mag]

diameter 

[m]

µ [m³/s²] rotation 

period 

[s]

gravity 

[m/s²]

2000SG344 24.7 24 - 77 6.38E-02 360 5.36E-05

2015JD3 25.6 16 - 51 1.85E-02 360 3.51E-05

2012KB4 25.3 19 - 59 2.87E-02 360 4.25E-05

2008EV5 20.0 205 - 245 2.06E+00 13410 1.37E-04

2014MP 26.0 13 - 43 1.11E-02 360 3.08E-05

test 6.38E-02 5.36E-05

asteroid Hopping 

(10 m arc)

Descent & 

ascent 

total [m/s] 

(incl. 100% 

Margin)

2000SG344 0.20 1.51 3.42

2015JD3 0.16 0.99 2.30

2012KB4 0.18 1.12 2.59

2008EV5 0.32 0.61 1.85

2014MP 0.15 0.80 1.89

TOTAL 12.05



 
An analysis of propellants is performed trading propellant mass, volume, and power 
requirements. Power requirements are based on the heating enthalpy of the liquid 
and the mass-flow rate needed to provide sufficient thrust for both hovering and 
ascent from the asteroid surface. Thrust is designed according to the maximum 
gravity asteroid (in this case (341843) 2008 EV5); including sufficient margin, a thrust 
of 40 mN is sufficient to provide two times the gravitational acceleration of the largest 
target asteroid, (341843) 2008 EV5, for a 100 kg lander system. 
 
Propellant mass is traded with propellant volume and power requirements for a 
number of potential propellants. 
Different options can be considered as best suited for use as propellant in the NEA 
Lander. 
Propellants such as Hexafluoroethane (R116) or Sulfurhexafluoride offer low power 
and storage volume, with reasonable propellant mass requirements. Lower 
propellant mass is available by taking higher heating power requirements into 
account (see Table 6 for comparison of a number of suitable propellant options). 
 

Table 6 – Propellant-dependent parameters. 

 
 
Based on these results and an adapted propulsion system design of the Trojan 
lander for use with liquid stored propellants is considered (Figure 21). The selected 
propellant is Sulfurhexafluoride due to low volume and heating power requirements. 
However, other options such as R116, R134a and n-Butane are not that different.  
Operating pressure is low, at 51 bar at a nominal operating temperature range 
around 10°C for the liquid stored propellant, and 1.3 bar on the generated gas side 
of the system.  
The required propellant mass of 2.69 kg easily fits into the 100-kg lander mass 
budget. The total propulsion system dry mass is 10.0 kg, including propellant tanks, 
valves, tubing and battery for heating the propellant. Tank Volume is 1830 cm³, 
including 100 cm³ of buffer tank volume. Power requirements (considering a 
conservative 70% system efficiency) are 12 W (100 Wh total energy). This can be 
handled by the on-board battery without issues, especially when considering the use 
of low power solenoid valves is possible at these lower operating pressures.  
The main reason for these low power requirements is the low gravity and therefore 
thrust requirements needed to allow the lander to operate around the targeted NEAs. 
 

Carbon 

Dioxide

Sulfur 

Hexa-

fluoride

Nitrous 

Oxide

N-Butane R116 R134a

operating pressure (gas) [bar] 21.37 1.27 18.11 0.1 6.6 0.1

operating pressure (liquid) [bar] 91.15 51.3 89.66 51.76 43.53 54.65

ISP [sec] 52.76 45.04 55.11 72.23 44.37 53.32

liq. Propellant density [kg/m³] 844.71 1471.47 841.96 586.24 1013.38 1249.73

maximum heating temperature [K] 352.73 346.13 356.99 423 328.8 393.02

ideal heating power [W] 19.91 8.52 19.02 21.43 7.41 15.39

propellant mass [kg] 2.30 2.69 2.21 1.69 2.73 2.28

propellant volume 2725.82 1829.35 2619.41 2877.90 2695.85 1823.29

propellant heating energy [Wh] 164.72 70.35 157.43 177.85 61.17 127.34

propellant mass fraction [%] 2.30 2.69 2.21 1.69 2.73 2.28



 
Figure 21: Schematic of a liquid propellant based lander propulsion system operating 

at vapor-liquid equilibrium pressure. 
 
This system provides an alternative to the N2 system considered for the Trojan SPS 
Lander, with the added benefits of low pressure and reduced leakage risk, at the 
price of additional heating power. The system mass is reduced to 13 kg, compared 
to the 26 kg needed in the SPS Trojan mission. 
 
While the Trojan lander had to trade descent/ascent times with propellant usage for 
powered descent, this lander can rely on solar power for operation due to its orbit in 
proximity to 1 AU; not 5.2 AU. 
 
 
6.6 Resource Sharing of Lander(s) and Sailcraft 
 
Following the BSDU-CSCU concept of GOSSAMER-1, many resources can be shared 
with the CSCU in cruise and the CSCU-BSDUs before sail deployment (see Fig 22, 
cf. Fig 7, 11 and 12).  
 
Landers which have to expect rough terrain and unexpected shadowed areas (cf. 
PHILAE) require a relatively large battery while a deployed sailcraft operating in deep 
space in almost all cases of nominal operation only needs a relatively small capacity 
battery to buffer brief high-power peaks caused e.g. by actuator activations (see Fig 
23). Thus, the batteries of the still-attached lander(s) can support the CSCU during 
deployment of the sail membrane and booms when the BSDUs have already 
separated from it (see Fig 22).  
Similarly, the sailcraft can generate its power after deployment from ultra-lightweight 
membrane-mounted photovoltaics similar to the GOSSAMER-1 Photovoltaics 
Experiment (PVX) or the GOSOLAR technology currently under development. [69] 
These thin-film CIGS photovoltaic cells have a lower efficiency, currently ≈12%, than 

 



rigid triple-junction photovoltaic cells which are currently approaching 30%. Thus, 
thin-film generators, although still significantly lighter, require about three times the 
array area for a given power output. Rigid triple-junction photovoltaic cells are 
therefore used for the pre-deployment photovoltaic generators of high-density small 
spacecraft design GOSSAMER-style sailcraft for secondary payload flight 
opportunities. Area-efficient photovoltaics are also required for mobile asteroid 
landers. The landers’ photovoltaics generators exposed to the outside in launch 
configuration and after BSDU separation can therefore be used as a significant part 
of the pre-deployment, respectively in-deploment photovoltaics of the CSCU (see Fig 
22). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 22  – Notional accommodation of a multiple sample-return microlander 
aboard an advanced minisailcraft with shared use of CSCU pre-deployment 

photovoltaics, battery, and lander propulsion 
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Figure 23  – Concept of operation of a multiple sample-return microlander aboard an 

advanced minisailcraft showing the first deployment and sample delivery to the 
sailcraft by berthing 
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Figure 25 – Carrier spacecraft hardware monitoring and rendezvous target tracking 

imagery example: 67P seen from the still attached PHILAE lander along the 
photovoltaic panels of ROSETTA – image credit: ÇIVA/PHILAE/ROSETTA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
7. EXERCISE 
 
7.1 Solar Sail – Online Change of the Mission 
 
7.1.1 Diversion to fly-by or rendezvous  
 
Due to its early impact in 2027, this PDC’s fictitious impactor 2017 PDC requires 
more extensive modifications of the MNR sequence presented above, which we for 



now have to relegate to future work. However, the asteroid (367789) 2011 AG5 used 
for the PDC 2013 exercise [203] more easily matches the existing 5-NEA-sequence. 
[71] The modified sequence also demonstrates the target change flexibility unique to 
solar sailing. 
 
The last leg to 2014 MP shown in Table 1 has again been removed to add a leg to 
the potentially hazardous asteroid (367789) 2011 AG5, which was one of the two 
case studies considered during the Planetary Defense Conference 2013. At the time 
of the conference, the potential impact was expected to occur on February 3rd, 2040. 
Table 7 shows the properties of all the encountered bodies of the new considered 
sequence. 
 

Table 7 – Properties of all the encounters of the new considered sequence. 

Object 
2000 
SG344 

2015 JD3 
2012 
KB4 

(341843) 
2008 EV5 

(367789) 
2011 AG5 

Orbital type Aten Amor Amor Aten Apollo 

Semi-major axis [AU] 0.977 1.059 1.093 0.958 1.431 

Eccentricity 0.067 0.008 0.061 0.083 0.390 

Inclination [deg] 0.112 2.719 6.328 7.437 3.682 

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

24.7 25.6 25.3 20.00 21.8 

Estimated size [m] 35 – 75 20 – 50 20 – 50 
260 – 590 
400 ±50 110– 240 

geometric albedo    0.137  

EMOID [AU] 0.00085 0.054 0.072 0.0132 0.00039 

PHA no no no yes yes 

NHATS yes yes yes yes no 

Taxonomic type    C;X  

Albedo    0.104  

Rotation period [h]    3.725  

Light-curve amplitude 
[mag]    0.05  

Radar observation    Y  

Spectral observation    Y  

IR observation    Y  

Ascending node Earth 
separation [AU] 

-0.03197 0.06224 0.09177 0.01535 -0.00166 

Descending node 
Earth separation [AU] 

-0.02184 0.05451 0.08589 -0.10839 0.56452 

 
 

A methodology similar to the one described in Sullo et al. [204] [205] has been used 
for this study to compute the leg to (367789) 2011 AG5. First, a constant-mass low-
thrust transfer between (341843) 2008 EV5 and (367789) 2011 AG5 has been 
computed by means of the indirect optimization approach. The time of flight and the 
initial values of the costates have been determined through a particle swarm 



optimization (PSO) [206]. For this scenario, the orbits of both objects are considered 
coplanar. That is, the orbital plane of (367789) 2011 AG5 has been rotated and 
projected onto the one of (341843) 2008 EV5. Moreover, the maximum acceleration 
given by the propulsion system was set to amax = 1 mm/s². Starting from the low-
thrust solution, the homotopy-continuation approach described in [204] has been 
used to find a coplanar solar-sail transfer with ac = 0.2 mm/s². Then, the Automated 
Trajectory Optimiser for Solar Sailing (ATOSS) [207] [208] has been used to find the 
final three-dimensional (3-D) trajectory by first changing the orientation of the orbital 
plane and then changing its inclination. 
The total mission duration is now 4398 days, about 12 years, and the sailcraft arrives 
at the final target object on May 25th, 2037, about 3 years before the potential 
impact. The complete trajectory of the overall sequence is shown in Figure 26, 
whereas Figure 27 shows only the last transfer leg between (341843) 2008 EV5 and 
(367789) 2011 AG5. Figure 28 shows the acceleration history in the orbital reference 
frame needed during this last leg, whereas Table 8 shows the updated mission 
parameters. It is important to note that the sequence still contains (341843) 2008 
EV5, which is classified as a PHA and was selected as one of the candidate targets 
for the ARRM mission by NASA [119]. 
 
Table 8 – Mission parameters for the considered sequence with the last leg to 2011 

AG5. 

Object 
Stay time 

[days] 
 

Start End 
Time of flight 

[days] 
Earth // 

 

10 May 2025 26 Feb 2027 657 
2000 
SG344 

123 

 

29 Jun 2027 06 Sep 2028 436 
2015 JD3 164 

 

18 Feb 2029 24 Sep 2030 584 
2012 KB4 160 

 

04 Mar 2031 29 Sep 2032 576 
(341843) 
2008 EV5 

7.5 

 

07 Oct 2032 25 May 2037 1691 (367789) 
2011 AG5 

987 to ⊕ 
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Table 10 – Mission parameters for the original sequence for 2017 PDC case study. 

 

Object 
Stay time 

[days] 
 

Start End 
Time of flight 

[days] 
Earth // 

 

13 Aug 2020 26 Apr 2022 621 
2005 TG50 128 

 

02 Sep 2022 13 Jan 2024 498 
2015 JF11 104 

 

25 Apr 2024 10 Jun 2026 776 
2012 BB14 139 

 

28 Oct 2026 02 Aug 2028 644 
2014 YN // 

 

 
Table 11 – Properties of all the encounters of the original sequence for 2017 PDC 
case study. 
 

Object 2005 TG50 2015 JF11 2012 BB14 2014 YN 

Orbital type Aten Aten Apollo Aten 

Semi-major axis [AU] 0.92348 0.99547 1.0644 0.89227 

Eccentricity 0.134504 0.16669 0.0994 0.13429 

Inclination [deg] 2.401 9.317 2.645 1.208 

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

24.8 20.8 25.0 25.7 

Estimated size [m] 19-85 120-538 17-78 13-56 

EMOID [AU] 0.01240 0.1143 0.01712 0.00497 

PHA No No No No 

NHATS Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ascending node Earth 
separation [AU] 0.02879 0.13308 0.06773 -0.2359 

Descending node Earth 
separation [AU] -0.18638 -0.15138 0.04104 0.01767 

 
 
As for the previous case study, the mission is changed after the second leg to go 
towards 2017 PDC. The same methodology to find a transfer leg from 2015 JF11 to 
2017 PDC has been used in this case, starting from a low-thrust solution with amax = 
2 mm/s². Nevertheless, this time the orbit of the target asteroid is too different from 
the one of the departing object and no good solution has been found for this case 
study. In fact, a solar-sail transfer leg with ac = 0.73 mm/s², considering the orbit of 
2017 PDC coplanar with the one of 2015 JF11, needs more than 2000 days to be 
performed. That is, a sailcraft with a much larger characteristic acceleration than the 
one considered in this study would arrive at the target asteroid on August 21st, 2030, 
which is about three years after the predicted impact with the Earth. Figure 29 shows 
the aforementioned transfer leg with the non dimensional acceleration vector. 
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small. If a shuttling sample-return lander is carried, it can use its propulsion system 
to achieve a near-synchronous flyby of both elements of the MNR mission with 2017 
PDC sandwiched in-between, by slowly departing at a right angle from the near-
collision course. With propulsion, it can aim its cameras at the target although they 
would not be optimized for this use. If the fly-by is sufficiently close, it can return to 
the sail as if from an asteroid surface or the sail can return to its lander to minimize 
the ΔV required by manoeuvring in to meet it.  
In this extension of the MNR scenario, the use of landers as far-side remote sensing 
platforms is an example of operational improvisation in the extreme. However, 
dedicated derivatives of the lander platforms discussed could perform such tasks as 
their nominal mission, as well. Propelled sub-spacecraft not unlike the Solar Power 
Sail Lander can carry extensive suites of remote-sensing instruments on temporarily 
slightly diverging interplanetary trajectories for close-up all-round investigations on 
multiple asteroid fly-by missions such as CASTAWAY [210] [211] or LUCY [212]. For 
missions containing only a single fly-by and requiring only a short-term pointing 
capability e.g. for the few minutes of closest approach, a MASCOT-like ‘one-way’ 
platform with an added active GNC elements would suffice. Such missions include 
planetary exploration missions en-route to other targets but passing by an asteroid in 
cruise such as Galileo [213] [214] [215], or ROSETTA [38] [216], but also non-
rendezvous missions to one comet or asteroid like STARDUST/NEXT [217], DEEP 

IMPACT/EPOXI [218], DART [183], or NEOTωIST [156] [157] [158] [159]. Missions 
with single or very few but due to main mission requirements distant fly-bys such as 
CASSINI [219] or NEW HORIZONS [220] might be able to benefit from an intermediate 
solution, combining simplified propulsion and one-way elements. 
 
7.3 Summary of the MNR mission scenarios studied 
 
By the compilation of its catalogue of target objects from the NHATS and PHA sets 
of asteroids, the original MNR sequences of Peloni et al. [71] address a reasonable 
and likely collection of near-term MNR asteroid science missions to NEAs which are 
also easily accessible for larger dedicated single-target missions such as asteroid 
sample-return or even human exploration (NHATS) and/or are members of the only 
asteroid population which humans might one day be forced to interact with directly 
and promptly (PHAs). The MNR mission would in this case have a pathfinder 
character, down-selecting potential targets for a much more expensive future 
mission. In-situ resurce utilization applictions of MNR might follow a similar two- or 
three-stage approach consisting of a relatively large number of  asteroid rendezvous 
followed by a few sample-returns leading up to a major resource extraction effort. 
Considering that hundreds of MNR sequences exist per launch day and many of 
these are related in a family tree like manner (cf. Figures 7 and 8 in [71]) already 
within a limited subset of asteroids it is obvious that an extreme flexibilty in the 
sequence of targets exists, even after launch and including the first target in the 
sequence. With the addition of more targets to the catalogue, whether by lifting 
restrictions on the selection or by adding new discoveries, this flexibility can only 
increase and broaden. 
In the Planetary Defence Conference exercise cases we tested the degree of 
flexibility by forcing an already launched MNR spacecraft, which can therefore no 
longer be adapted to the specific mission, to reach one specific target which was not 
part of the initial catalogue and therefore not within a set of five asteroids yielding a 
well optimized trajectory. In the diversion to (367789) 2011 AG5, this asteroid 



replaced 2014 MP in the same way as Earth had previously replaced it for a sample-
return variation of MNR, at the moderate expense of about 2 years longer total 
duration of the mission. In the case of fictitious object 2017 PDC which was designed 
as a hard to access target on purpose for the exercise, another sequence from the 
repertoire created in [71] had to be selected – this is up to this point equivalent to 
selecting another MNR spacecraft currently in space. The target was ultimately 
reached for rendezvous, although on a trajectory requiring a much higher 
performance sail and more time than the PDC scenario had till the fictitious impact. 
However, the original near-term performance sail was able to achieve a fast fly-by of 
the same fictitious impactor just prior to impact. While this as yet fictitious MNR small 
sailcraft with its modest near-term performance level could be diverted in flight from 
a completely unrelated mission to investigate one specific object, all other spacecraft 
called upon in the exercise at the PDC 2017 were dedicated designs requiring 
dedicated launches stretching present-day launch capabilities and still struggled to 
reach the asteroid in time. 
In most reasonable scenarios related to new objects or changing interest after the 
launch of a MNR science mission there will likely be many objects fitting the updated 
selection criteria and NEA surveys will continuously expand this reservoir, turning 
target flexibilty to much more plain sailing than in the extreme cases here presented.   
 
 
 
8. FUTURE WORK 
 
We have here collected the building bricks required to begin a wider exploration of 
our neighbourhood by surveying the members of the solar system nearest to Earth 
for planetary science, planetary defence and planetary resources.  
The development of MNR trajectories has reached a point where it enables 
rendezvous with NEAs selected by other criteria than astrodynamics requirements 
for 100-day in-situ investigations comparable to currently proposed conventional 
SSSB science missions every 2 years per spacecraft, using solar sail propulsion 
alone from the rim of Earth’s gravity well. [71] [72] [232] Small spacecraft technology 
enables shoebox-sized one-way landers [34] and at launch fridge-sized sailcraft 
[108] able to perform these MNR trajectories. By a modest increase in size, samples 
can be returned to Earth using the same basic technologies. [128] Current large 
launch vehicles can carry half a dozen or more of these lander-equipped sailcraft at 
once in their performance margins to geostationary transfer orbit from where only a 
small push is required to escape Earth, on a mass-available basis. [96] [97] By 
adding just one stage, the same class of launch vehicles can accelerate one such 
small spacecraft directly to a solar escape trajectory, if in the ecliptic plane. But 
thanks to the discovery of gravity-assist trajectories [23], most exploration missions 
start at Venus, Earth, or – now rarely – Jupiter, and don’t require this kind of 
kickstart. [20] 
So far, these bricks stand largely independent of each other.  
MNR trajectory design does not ask for the little extra in c3 that might still be in the 
tanks of a launcher after dropping a lighter primary passenger into GTO. Small 
spacecraft technology is struggling to find follow-on uses, even direct re-uses, or just 
ways to achieve the qualification level to become acceptable in the world of 
conventional mission development lines. Earth escape capable launch vehicles are 
rigidly optimized to cater best for these major service-providing missions.  



In most cases, the reason is simply that any one of these tasks alone is already 
difficult enough – spaceflight is not done because it is easy, but because it is hard, a 
challenge. But there is also the historical reason that the exploration of the solar 
system using the methods devised in the early 1960s has so far worked well and 
achieved brilliant results. The same applies to space-based services; 
communication, weather, navigation.  
But some bricks are getting connected, gravity-assist sequencing begins to ask for 
low-thrust propulsion, and vice-versa, to widen the tight and sometimes rare launch 
windows or to give a boost to calmly spiraling trajectories. [221] [222] [223] [224] The 
resulting system-level trade works favourably for the missions which enter such 
negotiations. [29] [31] The tools for much more complex trades connecting many 
domain models are created by the development of Model-Based System 
Engineering. [98] [225] The experiences and lessons learned in extremely fast-paced 
spacecraft integration campaigns operating under external constraints have been 
documented to be formulated into a further extension of the concurrent engineering 
idea already widely employed in this context [226] to later project phases [227] [228] 
as Concurrent AIV [58] [59] [229] [230]. 
It appears that a much easier access to the solar system as well as near-Earth 
space, much less constrained by launch windows or payload to target or thrust 
limitations, can be achieved by connecting all these bricks – small spacecraft 
technology, solar sail propulsion, solar-electric propulsion, high-energy escape 
launch systems – by comprehensive modelling, simulation, optimization, and most 
importantly practice in flight. The MNR mission in its applications for planetary 
science, planetary defence and planetary resources contains all these elements, and 
based on very near-term small spacecraft solar sails and “now-term” small 
spacecraft landers it is at a most affordable entry level to practice their connection 
into one system.  
This future work can start now.  
 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
 
We outlined a synergetic development path of small spacecraft solar sails and nano- 
and micro-scale asteroid landers enabling a substantial increase in the number of 
NEAs studied by planetary science in a dynamic manner which allows in-flight 
adjustment of the choice of rendezvous targets. The capability to change targets in 
flight also allows a mission already in flight to respond to extreme events such as a 
probable Earth impactor being discovered. It may also follow changing commercial 
interest in this manner. Within the capabilities of near-term first-generation sailcraft 
technology, the small spacecraft design concepts of GOSSAMER-1 and MASCOT 
enable a sailcraft performance sufficient to achieve 5 NEA rendezvous of at least 
100 days, each, in 10 years by one spacecraft, with a wide choice of targets at any 
launch date. Each rendezvous includes a target-adapted one-way nano-lander 
delivery or sample pick-ups at each target by a larger shuttling lander.  
The small spacecraft approach enables the use of surplus launcher payload 
capability in the geostationary and high Earth orbit market with a potential of 10’s of 
launches per year. If the spacecraft concept here presented were serialized in a 
manner akin to similar-sized communication satellite constellation spacecraft, the 
number of NEAs visited and studied in-situ could be increased by orders of 
magnitude within a few decades. Beyond planetary science missions as we know 
them today, the exploration of our neighbourhood in the solar system could be 



advanced from the most direct and practicable pathfinding towards area surveys for 
classification and examination of the geological structure, minerals and other 
resources, and natural hazards of this domain. 
On the other hand, the small mass of small spacecraft solar sails also enables very 
high launch energy missions based on available geostationary market launch 
vehicles which can combine into fast, responsive and affordable missions to the 
most challenging targets of the solar system, including planetary defence scenarios.  
Many of the technologies required for currently considered future large space 
infrastructure and flagship science mission scenarios such as high-thrust solar-
electric space tugs or photovoltaic-powered missions to the outer planets can be 
developed, brought to maturity (i.e., TRL9) and first fielded at low cost by continuing 
their development in entry-level applications in small spacecraft. Small solar sails in 
combination with small lander modules as well as membrane-based deployable 
photovoltaics share the same critical technologies and challenges. They address 
reasonable planetary science and resources and situational awareness missions 
using near-term, even mostly “now-term” technology in an affordable and cost-
effective manner.  
Facilities commonly considered part of the engineering domain can also be used to 
advance natural materials science, particularly regarding the visible surface layers of 
asteroids. One example is the Complex Irradiation Facility designed to perform short-
term terrestrial laboratory experiments devoted to degradation expertise of materials 
used in long term space missions. Such studies are feasible due to the fact that both 
the electromagnetic and corpuscular radiation sources have a pair of set parameters 
which effectively can increase or decrease radiation intensity. 
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APPENDIX / SUPPLEMENT 
 
Parameters of the asteroids appearing in MNR trajectories by Peloni et al. in [71], 
[72], and this paper, according to [110] [111] [112]. 
 
object   table 
1989 UQ  A4 
2000 EA14  A5b 
2000 SG344   2, 7 
2001 QJ142  A5a 
2002 AW  A2 
2002 RW25  A4 
2003 WT153  A4 
2004 VJ1  A3 
2005 TG50  11, A3 
2006 BZ147  A1 
2007 UY1  A5a 
2008 DB  A5b 
2008 EV5  2, 7 
2008 TX3  A5b 
2009 UZ87  A2 
2009 YF  A2 
2011 AG5  7 
2011 CG2  A1, A3 
2011 UX275  A2 
2012 BB4  A1 
2012 BB14  11 
2012 EC  A2 
2012 KB4  2, 7 
2012 WH  A5a 
2013 BS45  A1 
2014 EK24  A5a 
2014 MP  2 
2014 UN114  A5a 
2014 YN  11, A1 
2015 JD3  2, 7, Ax 
2015 JF11  11, A3 
 
  



 
Table A1 – Properties of the encounters of Table 1 in [72]. 

Object 2012 BB14 
2011 
CG2 

2006 
BZ147 

2013 BS45 2014 YN 

Orbital type Apollo Apollo Apollo Aten Aten 

Semi-major axis [AU] 1.0644 1.1775 1.0234 0.9918 0.89227 

Eccentricity 0.0994 0.9908 0.0986 0.0837 0.13429 

Inclination [deg] 2.645 2.757 1.410 0.7725 1.208 

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

25.0 21.4 25.4 25.9 25.7 

Estimated size [m] 17-78 130-300 20-50 17-37 13-56 

geometric albedo      

EMOID [AU] 0.01712 0.03002 0.00188 0.01139 0.00497 

PHA No Yes No No No 

NHATS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Taxonomic type      

Albedo      

Rotation period [h]  10.813    

Light-curve amplitude 
[mag]  1.3    

Radar observation    Yes  

Spectral observation      

IR observation      

Ascending node Earth 
separation [AU] 0.06773 0.08951 0.03512 0.07756 -0.2359 

Descending node 
Earth separation [AU] 0.04104 0.20895 -0.00844 -0.09775 0.01767 

 
 

 
  



Table A2 – Properties of the encounters of Table 2 in [72]. 

Object 
2011 
UX275 

2012 EC 2009 YF 
(350751) 
2002 AW 

2009 UZ87 

Orbital type Apollo Apollo Aten Apollo Aten 

Semi-major axis [AU] 1.0349 1.1516 0.9359 1.0708 0.9233 

Eccentricity 0.0762 0.1374 0.1216 0.2563 0.1883 

Inclination [deg] 4.5448 0.9134 1.5268 0.5744 3.7815 

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

25.8 23.4 24.7 20.8 25.9 

Estimated size [m] 18-40 50-120 30-70 180-400 17-37 

geometric albedo      

EMOID [AU] 0.0191 0.0022 0.0173 0.0049 0.0115 

PHA No No No Yes No 

NHATS Yes Yes Yes  Yes 

Taxonomic type    B  

Albedo      

Rotation period [h]      

Light-curve amplitude 
[mag]      

Radar observation      

Spectral observation      

IR observation      

Ascending node Earth 
separation [AU] -0.02623 -0.00964 0.06103 0.15214 -0.22073 

Descending node 
Earth separation [AU] 0.08863 0.30379 -0.19112 -0.11964 0.0337 

 
  



Table A3 – Properties of the encounters of Table 3 in [72]. 

Object 2011 CG2 2004 VJ1 2005 TG50 2015 JF11 - 

Orbital type Apollo Aten Aten Aten  

Semi-major axis [AU] 1.1775 0.9437 0.92348 0.99547  

Eccentricity 0.9908 0.1641 0.134504 0.16669  

Inclination [deg] 2.757 1.2939 2.401 9.317  

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

21.4 24.2 24.8 20.8  

Estimated size [m] 140-315 38-90 19-85 120-538  

geometric albedo      

EMOID [AU] 0.03002 0.01364 0.01240 0.1143  

PHA Yes No No No  

NHATS Yes Yes Yes Yes  

Taxonomic type      

Albedo      

Rotation period [h] 10.813     

Light-curve amplitude 
[mag] 1.3     

Radar observation      

Spectral observation      

IR observation      

Ascending node Earth 
separation [AU] 0.08951 -0.20866 0.02879 0.13308  

Descending node 
Earth separation [AU] 0.20895 0.08442 -0.18638 -0.15138  

 
  



Table A4 – Properties of the encounters of Table 5, update of Table 4 in [72]. 

Object 
2003 
WT153 

(65679) 
1989 UQ 

(401954) 
2002 RW25 

- - 

Orbital type Aten Aten Aten   

Semi-major axis [AU] 0.8935 0.9151 0.8263   

Eccentricity 0.1777 0.2647 0.2869   

Inclination [deg] 0.3684 1.299 1.327   

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

28.0 19.4 18.8   

Estimated size [m] 7-15 918 ±10 420-940   

geometric albedo  
0.033 
±0.007 

   

EMOID [AU] 0.00153 0.01406 0.01607   

PHA No Yes Yes   

NHATS      

Taxonomic type  B;C    

Albedo  0.06    

Rotation period [h] 0.117 7.733    

Light-curve amplitude 
[mag] 0.2 0.27    

Radar observation  No    

Spectral observation      

IR observation      

Ascending node Earth 
separation [AU] 0.03547 -0.31793 -0.28839   

Descending node 
Earth separation [AU] -0.26124 0.13912 -0.18346   

 
 

 
  



Table A5a – Properties of the other encounters of Fig.4 in [72]. 

Object 2001 QJ142 
2014 
UN114 

2012 WH 2007 UY1 
(459872) 
2014 EK24 

Orbital type Apollo Aten Aten Aten Apollo 

Semi-major axis [AU] 1.0621 0.8973 0.9072 0.9511 1.0075 

Eccentricity 0.0862 0.1600 0.1452 0.1753 0.0701 

Inclination [deg] 3.1038 3.4143 4.0938 1.0194 4.8060 

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

23.7 24.5 25.5 22.9 23.3 

Estimated size [m] 46-110 35-75 20-50 70-160 55-130 

geometric albedo      

EMOID [AU] 0.00969 0.00078 0.03348 0.00555 0.03173 

PHA No No No No No 

NHATS      

Taxonomic type      

Albedo      

Rotation period [h] ~0.16    0.0978 

Light-curve amplitude 
[mag] large    0.83 

Radar observation      

Spectral observation      

IR observation      

Ascending node Earth 
separation [AU] 0.01853 -0.22566 -0.2346 -0.09787 -0.03697 

Descending node 
Earth separation [AU] 0.09282 0.0019 0.04759 -0.05841 0.04387 

 
 
  



Table A5b – Properties of the other encounters of Fig.4 in [72]. 

Object 2008 TX3 
(350523) 
2000 EA14 

2008 DB - - 

Orbital type Apollo Apollo Apollo   

Semi-major axis [AU] 1.1793 1.1170 1.0547   

Eccentricity 0.1866 0.2026 0.2332   

Inclination [deg] 2.3816 3.5556 4.2239   

Absolute magnitude 
[mag] 

24.9 21.1 25.7   

Estimated size [m] 27-63 160-355 19-45   

geometric albedo      

EMOID [AU] 0.02053 0.04365 0.00152   

PHA No Yes No   

NHATS      

Taxonomic type  Q    

Albedo      

Rotation period [h]      

Light-curve amplitude 
[mag]      

Radar observation      

Spectral observation      

IR observation      

Ascending node Earth 
separation [AU] 0.21665 0.3068 -0.0097   

Descending node 
Earth separation [AU] 0.06912 -0.09114 0.00493   

 
 


